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Enthusiasts are a unique group in communication history. They exists for years 
in form of devotees of Chinese opera in ancient times to nowadays’ modern fans. 
Applying related theories of mass communication and social psychology. It carries 
out a comparative study on Devotees of Chinese opera and fans----“enthusiasts” in 
different historical stages. 
The paper firstly discusses modern print media’s significance for the 
development of enthusiasts. The paper indicates that a large amount of connected 
audience is the premise for the appearance of enthusiasts group. And the audience 
group comes into being with the help of mass media. Therefore, the paper believes 
that the appearance of enthusiast group is later than that of print media. Putting the 
enthusiast group into the development of society and media background, the paper 
defines the timing of enthusiast group’s appearance. The paper also explains the 
reasons for taking “theatergoers” as object of study. 
Second, the paper does a comparative study between two enthusiast groups: 
devotees of Chinese opera and fans. The paper finds out that they are similar in many 
aspects, such as discourse power, use and satisfaction and behavior expression. On the 
other hand, the paper proposes their differences in different media eras and explains 
the reason. 
Last but not the least, the paper concludes that great art always coexists with 
certain kind of enthusiasts. Therefore, it is extremely important to have a objective 
attitude towards nowadays fans phenomena. To fully understand enthusiast group is 
the basis to know the phenomena of enthusiast. 
The paper extends the enthusiasts’ research forward to the print communication 
age. It fills in the gap of enthusiasts’ study in fields of communication, literature and 
art. To some extent, this could be considered as a kind of innovation and 
breakthrough. 
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第一章  前言 
一、研究缘起 
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